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Motivatio

n

Why one should study programming difficulties?
During maintenance, many factors can drive the costs
and the final quality of the product.
But if we believe code is an important factor and we
want to improve it, we would need to observe what
difficulties they cause, and what are the
consequences of those difficulties on costs and final
quality.
We need the development of causal models to better
understand how code properties affect the outcomes of
a project, such as cost, product quality or developers’
motivation levels. For that, we may need a taxonomy of
difficulties!
Unfortunately, currently there is no integrated
taxonomy of programming-related difficulties during
maintenance, and the knowledge is skattered, and not
always covered by known taxonomies and ontologies
of software maintenance.

Results
(1) Introduction of faults as result of changes
Comprises the introduction of faults to the system as result of
changes performed in the code. Faults normally manifest in the form
of failures identified by the developers during maintenance or
detected during acceptance testing.
(2) Confusion and erroneous hypothesis generation during
program comprehension: relates to developers generat- ing an
initial hypothesis on the behavior of the system or one of its
components, and subsequently finding contradictory or
inconsistent evidence.
(3) Slow overview/general understanding of
the system: relates to developers spending
considerable time on getting an overview of the
system before they feel enough confident on the
strategies they choose to solve the tasks.

(4) Time-consuming information quests: relates to
developers taking considerably long time before they
could find the relevant information for their tasks.

Method

Maintenance Context:
In 2008, Simula’s Software Engineering department
commissioned a maintenance project that involved
adapting four existing Java applications to a new
Content Management System (CMS). The project was
conducted by six professional developers from two
companies. The project was designed as an
ethnographic study in which the developers’ activities
were observed in detail.
Data Collection: Three main data sources were used:
observation logbook, daily interviews and recorded
think-aloud sessions.
Data Analysis: Grounded theory (open and axial
coding). Three perspectives were used: Activity,
Difficulty and Factor.
Ex.
“...while searching of the place to make the
change, I spent many hours because I had to
examine many classes...”
Activity: concept location
Difficulty: time consuming/manual search
Factor: complexity

We annotated statements according to the most similar
concepts, using all three perspectives described
previously, thereby making connections between the
initial categories and creating higher level abstractions.

(5) Wide-spread (time-consuming) changes:
relates to situations where developers were forced
to perform changes in extensive areas of the
system, often these changes required to manually
inspect the areas in the code prior to any
modifications.

Future w
ork
Refine the taxonomy by improving the consistency, conciseness and
descriptive richness of each type of difficulty, and by mapping the difficulties to each of the different programming-related maintenance
activities, ex. Incremental Change process, described by Rajlich &
Gosavi.
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